In Babilone

Dutch folk tune, 18th cent.
Setting by Mark Sedio

* If played by organ alone, organ plays all parts. If played with flute, organ does not play parts marked "Pos. or Flute".

Tune copyright © 1978 LUTHERAN BOOK OF WORSHIP. Reprinted by permission of Augsburg Fortress.
For Stephen Gabrielsen

Salzburg

Gt: Full
Solo: Solo Trumpet
Ped: Full

Christoph Anton, d. 1658
Setting by Mark Sedio

* Repeat is optional.

MSM-10-836
For Jill Gidmark

In dir ist Freude

Gt.: 8', 4', 2-2/3', 1-1/3'
Pno.: Flutes 8', 4'
Pedi: 16', 8'

Giovanni G. Gastoldi, ca. 1556-1622
Setting by Mark Sedio

* If orchestral flute is used, flute plays parts marked Gt.

MSM-10-836
For Mark Wegener

Beverly

Mens: Full without Reeds
Solo: Solo Trumpet
Ped: Full

Charles R. Anders, b. 1929
Setting by Mark Sedio
Chaconne on
Lindsborg

Pos: Reed 8'
Sw: Flutes 8', 4'
Ped: Pommer 16', 8

Robert Leaf, b. 1936
Setting by Mark Sedio

MSM-10-836
Af himlens

Pos: Flute 8'
Ped: Choralbass 4', Blockflöte 2'

Koralpsalmboken, Stockholm, 1697
Setting by Mark Sedio

* Play upper F first time, lower F on repeat.

MSM-10-836